
Bauder Flora Seed Mix Details

Name
Sub- 

Heading
Description

No of 

Species

Wild 

Flowers
Annuals

Sedge & 

Grasses
Sedum             Coverage

RHS Perfect 

for 

pollonators

Laval 

Food

Bauder Flora 3 

Seed Mix                                                                                                                                     

GB50120403

General                       

(BioSOLAR)

A broad mix of low growing and some 

shade tollerant species ideal, for most 

roof enviroment. It is also the mix 

Bauder recommend for BioSOLAR 

installations

49
31                                     

(65%)

8                                       

(20%)

8                                

(15%)
2

100g per 

m2
35 12

Bauder Flora 5 

Seed Mix                                                     

GB50120405

Urban

A mix of species ideal for city 

environments. The plants chosen are 

able to absorb polution and CO2 and 

give a suitable environment for insects 

and invertibates

38
28                                                                                                                                                                                                   

(80%)

6                                      

(10%)

2             

(10%)
2

100g per 

m2
34 9

Bauder Flora 7 

Seed Mix                                

GB50120407

Chalk 

Grassland

The mix contains many of the key wild 

flower species found on the Downs and 

other Chalk Grassland. 28
23                      

(85%)
None

5                     

(15%)
0

100g per 

m2
22 11

Bauder Flora 9 

Seed Mix 

GB50120409

Coastal

The species mix reflects the harsh 

evironment found around Britains 

coastline, it contains species hat are 

able to copy with higher winds and a 

more saline environment.

24
14                         

(75%)

3          

(10%)

4                             

(15%)
3

100g per 

m2
20 8

Bauder Flora 11 

Seed Mix                                    

GB50120411

Scottish

This mix contains a range common, 

Scottish green roof species. All the 

seeds are certified to be of Scottish 

providence. It enable Scottish sites to 

have truly native vegetation 

33
26                                                        

(75%)

3                       

(15%)

2                                   

(10%)
2

100g per 

m2
29 6

These mixes can be used as a mix on there own, or combined with Bauder British native plugs or other mixes to give a wider vegetation  sellection

All the mixes are sown at the same rate (100g/m2) and applied in the same way

Bauder are member of Flora Locale. All the wildflower eed comes from Flora Locale certified collectors allowing us to use their kit mark

The mixes are also RHS approved Perfect for Pollonaters allowing the "Bee" logo to be displayed

The installation is as per the KS plus mix (covered in the Green Roof Installation guide)


